We study precise conditions under which the cyclic regenerative confidence intervals of Sargent and Shanthikumar are asymptotically valid. We also obtain an optimal way of implementing the cyclic regenerative variance reduction technique, and obtain a sufficient condition under which the procedure yields a lower variance than that of the standard regenerative method.
A central limit theorem
In the setting of a cyclic regenerative process, the practitioner must decide on a sampling order before initiating the simulation. To be precise, the simulator must assign, for each n >i 1, an integer m. from G = FU (0). The practitioner then simulates the sequence of independent r.v.'s ((W~, x.): n ~ 1), where (t~, xn) is sampled from the distribution of (Ym.,n., ~'~.,,,.) if m,, ~ F and from that of (Ym(f), ~) if m n = 0 (independent sampling is possible on account of A5). Put ,On, ~ =(j~< n: my= i) and let k,,j be the cardinality of ~on. ~ for i ~ G. The natural point estimate for r is given by The a.s. convergence of r n to r is ensured by
To obtain a confidence interval for r, we need a central limit theorem (CLT); such behaviour is guaranteed by BI. 0 < 0 2 Affi o2(yl,~ _ r~l,~) < oo for i ~ F, 0 < 0 2 S o2(Yl(f)-r,rl ) < 00. 
where an -E~,/s n. 13
In a simulation application, one needs to estimate the constants a.. For the estimation, we need to add an additional hypothesis:
B2. E(Y~, + .~,)< oo for i ~ F, E(y,2(f)-I-'r2)< oo.
Notice that if Y~,~ = r~-,., + 0~ where E'r~ = oo and 0 < EO: < oo, then B I is satisfied but not B2. 
The CLT of Corollary I can be used to construct confidence intervals for r. The halt-width of a 100(i-6)~ confidence interval for r, based on a sample of size n, will be za/~,,, where zs solves P(N(0, i)~<za)-l-½&
Another central limit theorem
To analyze the degree of variance reduction of a method, one needs to compare the half-width of competing intervals generated in a given amount of simulation time. Proof. We assume we are dealing with A6(i), the proof for A6(ii) being similar. Finally, we can often rewrite the CLT of Theorem 2 in another form. If c, is positive, then k,.Jncs -, 1, so that we obtain the following result. 
+~./c~'r,,v> ~ c~5<,v)./c., • [] imF imF

Optimal eonfidenee intervals
We now wish to investigate the amount of variance reduction over the standard regenerative method that is accomplished by using the intervals proposed in Section 3. Let a,(N), v(¢, N) be the half-widths of 100(1 -8)~ confidence intervals based on simulating N time units and using the standard regenerative interval and the interval of Corollary 2, respectively (we write p(c, N) to reflect dependence on e = (c~)). The following result may be found in [4] . Lemma 
I. Under BI-B2, NI/2u(N)~ zao/(E~l) I/2 z-zsO a.s.
In view of Lemma 1, the next lemma shows that it is never optimal to allow k.,~ to tend to oo in such a way that k.,Jn -, O.
[,emma 2. We are now in a position to determine the optimal constants c. for each i ~ F and some constant X. Muitipliying the ith equation of (4.3) by c~ and adding all the resulting equations proves that X -0. Equation (4.3) shows that for some ~. The proportionality factor ~ is determined by E~Grc~ --1. It is easily checked that c, as given, is the minimum desired, with minimal value
°. 2-( ~ o,(E,i.,)i/2)2/E2,.. i•F
A similar analysis for cyclic intervals of type A6(ii) shows that the minimal possible value for the analog of iGF which shows that intervals of type A6(ii) can never achieve lower asymptotic half-width than the better of
